
Early life adversities predispose to adult psychopathology 

 
 
 Summary 
 

Adverse life events in childhood have been associ-
ated with a wide range of mental disorders during adulthood. 
Literature supports the hypothesis of stress-sensitive periods 
throughout development. Stressful life events may interact 
with genetic and other vulnerability factors in their influence 
on the progress of psychiatric disorders. The nature and du-
ration of the traumatic experiences determine the severity of 
psychopathology in a dose-dependent manner, with different 
effects on different psychiatric disorders. Severe and cumu-
lative early abuse affects mental health regardless of diagno-
sis and is expressed with symptoms of cognitive deficits, 
difficulties in regulating bodily and emotional reactivity, self 
harming and aggressive behaviors and physical medical con-
ditions. Recent studies outline the neurobiological con-
sequences of early stressful events leading not only to 
neuroendocrinological and neurotransmitter dysfunctions, but 
also to structural brain alterations viewed in neuroimaging 
studies as relative limbic hyperfunction in conjunction with 
hypofrontality. The pleiotropic effects of early stressful experi-
ences extend to a variety of physical medical conditions 
caused by the hypothalamic-pituitary adrenal axis dysregu-
lation. In addition, traumatic consequences through transgen-
erational transmission induce mental health impacts, by 
means of epigenetic modifications caused by abusive envi-
ronmental influences. Even though adverse life events during 
childhood are quite frequent, they usually remain quiescent 
and from prime psychosocial conditions they arise, after a 
long time, as biological issues. Common medical and psy-
chiatric disorders in adulthood emerge from conditions that 
are not detected in childhood. 
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Stressful life events during early neurodevelopmen-
tal periods predispose to adult psychopathology. Coordinated 
efforts are needed in order to identify children at risk of early 
maltreatment with emphasis on identification of high-risk pop-
ulations. The implementation of prevention strategies could 
act compensatory by eliminating risk factors and ultimately 
changing the final prognosis. 
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Introduction 
 
       In recent years there has been an increased under-
standing of the importance of early traumatic experiences 
and their impact on the emergence of psychiatric disorders 
in adults. Traumatic events in the early stages of life predis-
pose to a wide range of psychiatric disorders.  
        In the 1950s-60s, the founder of the concept of prime 
experiences and their effects on behavioural and physical 
adaptation, Seymour Levine, pioneered the research in de-
velopmental neurobiology and evidenced the long-term ef-
fects of early experiences on the functioning of the endocrine, 
immune and central nervous system and demonstrated that 
early life experiences shape the behaviour and physiology of 
stress-related systems.  
        Mental health professionals initially had difficulty in 
recognizing the role of early traumatic experiences in psychi-
atric disorders. The 20th century began with Freud having 
disavowed his initial discovery that most of his hysterical pa-
tients had been sexually abused, convinced that these con-
fessions represented fantasies. By the end of the century, 
however, epidemiological studies revealed the alarming de-
gree of child abuse-neglect, and the pressure on the scientific 
community to respond to these findings originated from 
women's movements. The diagnosis of post-traumatic stress 
disorder in 1980 referred to Vietnam veterans, not abused 
children. When reports of abuse were truly documented, their 
effects were interpreted as symptoms of psychiatric disorders 
of biological origin, because the scientific community was not 
receptive to foresee the long-term effects of early trauma, 
particularly when it affected the developing brain. 
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Forms and interrelationships of early traumatic experi-
ences  
 
        The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study 
was one of the largest studies investigating the relationship 
between childhood abuse and its ultimate effects on physical 
and mental health (1). Results emerged from the collabo-
ration between the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 
(CDC) and the Department of Preventive Medicine at Kaiser 
Permanente (KP) in San Diego. More than 17,000 people 
participated in the study and more than 50 scientific articles 
and 100 presentations have been made based on the results 
of the study.  
        The 10 forms of early traumatic experiences accord-
ing to the study above were child abuse (emotional, physical, 
sexual), neglect (emotional, physical), witnessing domestic 
violence, parental intra-marital conflicts, parental substance 
abuse, parental psychiatric disorder, offending behaviour by 
family members, parental deprivation (divorce; death-dis-
appearance), life-threatening physical childhood illness and 
extreme economic hardship. 
        Investigating the intercorrelations between early 
traumatic experiences, a study (2) of 8629 adults in California 
showed that 2/3 of the subjects reported at least 1 traumatic 
experience out of 10 included. The observed number of re-
spondents with high scores of traumatic experiences was sig-
nificantly higher than the expected, assuming that traumatic 
factors were independent, differently these factors were in-
terrelated and coexisted, which must be taken into account 
in order to determine their short- and long-term cumulative 
effects on behavior, emotional and social adjustment, and 
physical health. Percentages of 81%-98% of individuals with 
1 traumatic experience reported 1 additional, and the pres-
ence of 1 traumatic experience significantly increased the 
likelihood of an additional by 2-18 times. Strong graded as-
sociations have been reported between many categories of 
trauma and health problems (smoking, drug and alcohol use, 
unwanted pregnancy, STDs, self-destructive attempts, etc.). 
Therefore, adults who reported experience of one traumatic 
factor were likely to have been exposed to others, which 
should be taken into account in research studies, prevention 
programmes and in the documentation of social and legal 
consequences. 
 
  
Epidemiological data: Associations with onset and prog-
nosis of psychiatric disorders 
 
       A retrospective study (3) of 9282 US adults ex-
amined the associations between 12 recollected early trau-
matic experiences that occurred before the age of 18 years 
old (3 types of parental deprivation: death, divorce, other 
forms of parental-caregiver separation, 4 types of parental 
dysfunction: parental psychiatric disorder, substance abuse, 
violence and delinquency, 3 types of abuse: physical and 
sexual abuse and neglect, and 2 other types of early trau-
matic experiences: life-threatening physical illness in child-
hood and extreme economic hardship), regarding the first 
emergence of any of the 20 psychiatric disorders per DSM-

IV. 53.4% of the sample reported at least 1 traumatic experi-
ence. The co-occurrence of multiple traumatic experiences 
was the commonest of reports at rates ranging from 51.2% 
in those reporting death of a parent to 95.1% in those report-
ing neglect. The multivariate predictive model estimating only 
the number, not the type of traumatic factor, demonstrated 
an increase in the relative risk of emergence of any mental 
disorder along with the number of traumatic factors (from 1.3 
for 1 traumatic factor compared to none, to 3.4 for 6 and 3.2 
for 7 or more factors). The predictive model that included the 
types and number of traumatic factors better explained the 
data in relation to the emergence of psychiatric disorders. 
The 4 types of parental dysfunction and the 3 types of abuse 
had the largest associations, and multiple traumatic experi-
ences had significant subadditive associations regarding the 
onset of psychiatric disorders. Traumatic factors collectively 
explained 32.4% of all psychiatric disorders (41.2% of con-
duct disorders, 32.4% of anxiety disorders, 26.2% of mood 
disorders, and 21% of substance use disorders). Also, trau-
matic factors explained a higher proportion of psychiatric dis-
orders with onset during childhood (44.6%) than during 
adolescence (32%) and adulthood (28.6%) [aged 20-29] and 
25,9% [aged >30]) and this decrease was due to a decrease 
in the onset rates of induced mood disorders, and less so for 
anxiety disorders, from childhood to adulthood, while sub-
stance use disorders remained stable regarding age of onset. 
       Another large epidemiological study (4) of 51,945 
adults from 21 countries reported similar findings, with high 
prevalence and interactions between early traumatic experi-
ences. Traumatic experiences stemming from domestic-pa-
rental dysfunction were strongly associated with subsequent 
psychiatric disorders, with co-occurring traumatic experi-
ences having significant subadditive associations and low 
specificity towards a particular psychiatric disorder. Overall, 
29.8% of all psychiatric disorders from all countries were at-
tributed to the presence of early traumatic experiences. Sim-
ilar rates of early traumatic experiences were reported among 
high (38.4%), high-middle (38.9%) and low-middle (39.1%) 
income countries. Death of a parent was the most common 
traumatic factor (11-14.8%), followed by physical abuse (5.3-
10.8%), domestic violence (4.2-7.8%) and parental psychia-
tric disorder (5.3-6.7%). The coexistence of multiple traumatic 
factors was common (59.3-66.2%), with an average number 
for more than 2 factors of 2.5-2.9. Traumatic factors referring 
to family dysfunction (parental psychiatric disorder, sub-
stance abuse, offending behaviour, domestic violence, phys-
ical, sexual abuse and neglect) were strongly associated. In 
conclusion, eliminating early traumatic factors, would result 
in a 22.9% reduction in mood disorders, 31% in anxiety dis-
orders, 41.6% in conduct disorders, and 27.5% in substance 
use disorders. 
        In another epidemiological study (5) of a represen-
tative sample of 5,692 US adults, the associations of early 
traumatic experiences with long-term outcome of psychiatric 
disorders (episode duration, number of relapses) versus first 
emergence, reported that 2/3 of early-life traumatic experi-
ences were associated with long-term outcome of psychiatric 
disorders in the binomial model, but most associations, with 
the exception of physical and sexual abuse, were non-stat-
istically significant in the multivariate model, with weak ORs 
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onset of phobic disorders, mental distress and behavioral dis-
orders but not with substance use disorders. Traumatic fac-
tors explained 28.2% of all psychiatric disorders, namely 
15.7% of phobic disorders, 32.2% of mental distress dis-
orders, 40.7% of conduct disorders and 34.4% of substance 
use disorders. Traumatic factors of the family dysfunction 
type were more important than other factors (23.7% versus 
6.4%). The most significant factors were parental offending 
(9.2%) and parental psychiatric illness (6.8%).    
 
 
Clinical and psychopathological implications 
 
        The consequences of early-life trauma depend on 
factors such as the age at which the traumatic event occurs, 
the duration of the traumatic experience, the identity of the 
perpetrator, the presence of a competent caregiver, the type 
and severity of trauma, and the provided interventions.         
         Given the high prevalence of traumatic experiences 
(up to more than 1/3 of the general population) this can be 
considered a determinant of public general and mental 
health. Adults with a history of more than 6 traumatic experi-
ences during childhood had an increased likelihood to die 20 
years earlier compared to those without such a history. Child-
hood abuse and neglect are non-specific risk factors for a 
wide range of psychiatric disorders. In childhood, conduct 
disorders, ADHD, oppositional defiant disorder are men-
tioned. Strong associations have been reported between 
childhood trauma and mood and anxiety disorders in adult-
hood, including unipolar depression, bipolar disorder, gener-
alized anxiety and panic disorder, phobias and post-traumatic 
stress disorder. In addition, early traumatic experiences are 
associated with increased rates of schizophrenia, social func-
tioning deficits, dissociative and eating disorders, and per-
sonality disorders. An association between abuse during 
childhood and subsequent substance abuse has also been 
reported, and that traumatic experience during childhood dra-
matically increases the risk of future self-destructive at-
tempts. Dube et al. (2001) reported a two- to fivefold 
increased risk for lifetime self-destructive attempts in primary 
care patients with a history of childhood abuse (7). 
         Traumatic experiences during childhood also affect 
the clinical course of psychiatric disorders with failure to re-
cover and progression to chronicity (8). In a 5-year prospec-
tive study among patients with major depression, those with 
a positive history of early-life trauma were less likely to re-
cover than those without a history of trauma. The chronicity 
of depressive episodes has been linked to childhood trauma, 
and both domestic violence and sexual abuse were predic-
tors of failure to recover during a 12-month follow-up in pa-
tients with a major depressive episode (9,10). 
        Exposure to multiple traumatic factors during child-
hood has negative effects on mental health in adulthood. The 
greater the number of traumatic experiences, the greater the 
risk of a major depressive episode and increased severity, 
frequency and duration of abuse increase the likelihood of 
depression (11,12,13,85).  
        The association between early-life trauma and psy-
chopathology already exists since childhood and in a pro-

(1.1-1.2). A weak dose-dependent association also emerged 
between the number of early traumatic experiences and the 
long-term outcome of psychiatric disorders. The predictive 
model that best explained the long-term outcome of psychi-
atric disorders was the type of family-parental dysfunction 
among the traumatic factors (i.e., parental psychiatric dis-
order, physical and sexual abuse and neglect) not the 
number of factors, whereas neither the type of other trau-
matic factors (other than family-parental dysfunction) nor their 
number explained the outcome. Allocation according to psy-
chiatric disorder suggested that traumatic factors of the type 
of parental dysfunction were associated with the outcome of 
emotional, anxiety and substance use disorders but not with 
conduct disorders. Specifically, parental substance use dis-
orders were more strongly associated with substance use 
disorders in participants than with other psychiatric disorders, 
and physical abuse was more strongly associated with emo-
tional disorders than with other disorders. Other types of trau-
matic factors besides parental dysfunction were associated 
with the outcome of conduct disorders, but not with the out-
come of emotional, anxiety, and substance use disorders. 
Significant associations of traumatic factors with the outcome 
of psychiatric disorders were evidenced throughout the lifes-
pan of the participants, even in the elderly. The effects of trau-
matic factors on the outcome of psychiatric disorders were 
stronger for affective and substance use disorders than for 
anxiety disorders. Overall, the effects of co-occurring trau-
matic experiences of the parental dysfunction type were sub-
additive, suggesting that a simple cumulative calculation is 
deemed insufficient to capture the true effects of multiple 
traumatic experiences. In a simulation model, removing all 
traumatic factors produced a 1.6% increase (from 8.3 years 
on average to 8.4 years) in the mean duration between the 
most recent episode and the interview, suggesting that while 
the associations of traumatic factors with psychiatric disorder 
outcome are statistically significant, their substantive clinical 
importance is modest. The most significant effects with the 
removal of all traumatic factors were recorded for affective 
disorders (5% increase in the time since the most recent epi-
sode). In conclusion, because of the stronger associations of 
early traumatic experiences with the onset of psychiatric dis-
orders than with their outcome, a focus on primary rather 
than secondary prevention was suggested. 
       Another epidemiological study (6) on a sample of 
6,483 adolescents [13-17 years old] in the USA reported that 
58.3% of them had been exposed to at least 1 adverse ex-
perience, with 59.7% reporting exposure to multiple adver-
sities. Rates of co-occurrence of multiple traumatic factors 
ranged from 70.9% in cases of divorce to 97.9% in cases of 
neglect. Strong associations emerged between early adver-
sities of the type of family dysfunction and the onset of psy-
chiatric disorders. The multivariate model considering the 
number, not the type of factors, showed an increase in cor-
relations from 1.8 for 1 factor to 4.6 for 6 factors. 8 types of 
traumatic factors were associated with the onset of conduct 
and substance use disorders, 6 with mental distress and pho-
bic disorders. The family dysfunction type was associated 
with the onset of phobic disorders, mental distress and sub-
stance use disorders, not with behavioral disorders, and the 
other types of traumatic factors were associated with the 
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spective study of 676 children with major depression who had 
suffered severe abuse and/or neglect before the age of 11 
years, compared to 520 children without abuse or neglect, 
traumatic experiences were associated with an increased 
likelihood of major depression early in adulthood, and chil-
dren who suffered multiple forms of abuse had an increased 
risk of chronic depression. Compared to controls, abused 
children had an early onset of depression and increased co-
morbidity. Generally, in terms of psychopathological effects, 
the earlier the trauma, the greater the severity of these ef-
fects. Depressive symptoms are of increased severity when 
the abuse occurs before the age of 12 years of age (14,15).  
        Early parental deprivation is also a risk factor for de-
pression and other psychiatric disorders (16). A study com-
pared rates of early parental deprivation before the age of 17 
years old in patients with major depression, bipolar disorder, 
and schizophrenia with healthy controls and concluded that 
parental loss during childhood increased the likelihood of a 
major depressive episode during adulthood and the effects 
due to permanent separation were more severe compared 
with those caused by death, as well as whether the sep-
aration occurred before the age of 9 years old (17). Also, 
early parental deprivation was associated with increased 
rates of bipolar disorder (18). 
       Social functioning impairments have been identified 
as consequences of abuse, such as insecure attachment, 
avoidance of social relationships and deficits in social-inter-
personal functioning, as well as difficulties in emotional and 
affective self-regulation. Studies report that patients who 
have been abused during childhood are more likely to be 
hospitalized in psychiatric hospitals, earlier, for longer periods 
of time and more frequently, to receive combinations of pre-
scription medications, to exhibit parasuicide activity and sui-
cidality, and to have increased symptom severity (19). 
Alvarez et al. examined 102 patients with schizophrenia, bi-
polar and schizoaffective disorder and reported that 47.5% 
of them had been abused in childhood and were twice as 
likely to have been hospitalized, and patients with sexual 
abuse were twice as likely to have attempted suicide (20). At 
the psychological level, researchers have focused on mech-
anisms that may mediate between early-life trauma and fu-
ture psychiatric problems, including attachment procedures, 
dissociation, psychodynamic defenses and coping mech-
anisms, as well as social support deficits and re-victimisation 
(21).   
       Patients with bipolar disorder are reported to be most 
vulnerable to the effects of early-life trauma, with 30-50% of 
them reporting childhood trauma, usually emotional abuse, 
which usually results in frequent relapses, combined with 
lower levels of functioning and poor compliance with treat-
ment. Bipolar patients with records of physical or sexual 
abuse usually have more severe manic episodes, early dis-
ease onset, increased comorbidity, and greater likelihood of 
suicidal behaviour (22). These individuals who experience 
difficulties in interpersonal relationships tend to be more iso-
lated, more resistant to treatment, and more likely to relapse 
(23).  
       Patients with borderline personality disorder also re-
port much higher rates of childhood trauma compared with 
patients with other psychiatric disorders (24). There is ev-

idence to support that posttraumatic stress disorder in adults 
intervenes between childhood abuse and the development 
of a wide range of psychopathological disorders (25,26). 25% 
of individuals who experience early-life trauma present with 
PTSD symptoms, and the presence of a psychiatric disorder 
increases the likelihood of PTSD as well as the likelihood of 
exposure to early-life trauma (27,28).   
       A dose-dependent effect on the consequences of 
early-life trauma has been reported for schizophrenia and 
post-traumatic stress disorder. Studies comparing the effects 
of trauma among different psychiatric disorders report spe-
cific associations depending on the psychiatric disorder, but 
also associations between abuse and specific symptoms 
such as hallucinations across a wide range of diagnostic en-
tities (86). Studies comparing adult psychiatric patients with 
normal controls suggest that the former are characterized by 
early stressors during childhood, before the onset of adoles-
cence, but not during adulthood. Although such associations 
are not causal, the fact that the genetic component in psy-
chiatric disorders is responsible in up to 50% means that 
other factors are involved, including possibly early stressors, 
with or without the involvement of other third mediating fac-
tors. It is speculated that early stressors interact with psychi-
atric disorder-specific predisposing factors cumulatively with 
genetic factors or delimiting potential coping mechanisms 
(29,30). 
       Studies report that people who have suffered early-
life trauma have multiple psychiatric disorders (comorbidity). 
The term 'trauma spectrum disorders' is used to describe 
these conditions (31) that arise from the enduring neurode-
velopmental consequences of early traumatic experiences.  
       Furthermore, a study showed a graded association 
between the number of traumatic experiences and anxiety 
and emotional symptoms, as well as the presence of halluci-
nations and aggressive behaviour. A strong correlation was 
found between early-life trauma and future use and abuse of 
drugs and alcohol. Also significant were the effects on phys-
ical health (an increased number of traumatic experiences 
led to increased likelihood of obesity, but also multiple phys-
ical health problems - hypertension, hyperlipidemia, meta-
bolic disorders, asthma, infections, etc.). The graded 
association between the number of stressful experiences and 
various psychopathological and physical diseases, as well 
as the number of comorbid conditions, parallels the cumu-
lative effects of stress exposure inflicting structural and func-
tional changes in the developing brain (32). 
  

Early-life trauma and psychosis  
I. Epidemiological studies 
             

Recent research data support the existence of a cor-
relation between early traumatic experiences and psychosis. 
A 2009 review (33) highlighted 11 studies reporting a signifi-
cant association between childhood abuse and the devel-
opment of psychosis. A dose-dependent association was 
reported in 9 out of 11 studies. A prospective study in the 
Netherlands (34) reported that individuals who had been 
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abused in childhood were 9 times more likely to develop psy-
chosis compared to non-abused individuals (with OR=2 for 
mild abuse and OR=48.4 for severe abuse). There was also 
reference on the relationship between childhood abuse and 
the content of delusions and hallucinations, and research val-
idated the reliability of schizophrenic patients' recollections 
about the abuse they had suffered. Another review concluded 
about the evidence of an association between childhood sex-
ual abuse and psychosis, and this association is as strong, 
perhaps even stronger, than the association for other psychi-
atric disorders. It is suggested that childhood sexual abuse 
appears to have a specific effect on the likelihood of halluci-
nations, while difficulties in social relationships and chronic 
victimization (bullying) increase the likelihood of paranoid de-
lusions.  
       Approaching the biopsychosocial model by means 
of etiopathogenesis, the traumatogenic neurodevelopmental 
model has been proposed (35), according to which the struc-
tural and biochemical alterations found in the brains of 
schizophrenic patients have also been demonstrated in the 
brains of abused children. Patients with psychotic disorders 
and a history of early-life trauma presented with more dis-
sociative symptoms compared to psychotic patients without 
a history of trauma, and exposure to multiple traumatic stimuli 
rather than single, also increased the likelihood of psychotic 
disorder.     
       A prospective study investigating the existence of a 
causal association between early-life trauma and psychosis 
in 1,112 adolescents aged 13-16 reported a bidirectional as-
sociation with early trauma predicting psychotic experiences 
and vice versa. However, when the study was strictly limited 
to psychotic symptoms that occurred after exposure to trau-
matic experiences, they were found to be a strong predictor 
of new psychotic symptoms. A dose-dependent relationship 
was also detected between severity of traumatic experiences 
and risk of psychotic symptoms and also cessation of trau-
matic experiences predicted remission of psychotic symp-
toms (36). 
       A recent meta-analysis of 41 studies including pa-
tient-control, prospective- and cross-sectional cohort studies 
demonstrated significant associations between early-life 
trauma and psychosis, with an overall OR = 2.78. In the pa-
tient-control studies it was argued that psychotic patients 
were 2.72 times more likely to have been exposed to trau-
matic experiences than controls. Cross-sectional cohort 
studies demonstrated OR = 2.99 and prospective studies OR 
= 2.75. In summary, the estimated population attributable risk 
was 33% (16%-47%). This means that traumatic experiences 
increased the risk of psychosis, and if these factors were to 
be eliminated, under the condition of causality, the number 
of psychotic patients would decrease by 33% (33). Still ac-
cording to the meta-analysis all types of traumatic experi-
ences were associated with an increased risk of psychosis, 
with no one type being more predisposing. It is suggested 
that other variables may be more strongly associated such 
as age of exposure to trauma and exposure to multiple trau-
matic events. However, the type of traumatic experiences 
modifies the emergence of specific psychotic symptoms. The 
studies included in the meta-analysis estimated confounding 
factors (psychiatric comorbidity, ethnicity, education, IQ, can-

nabis and other drug use, genetic predisposition, urbaniza-
tion).   
  

II. Etiopathogenesis of psychosis in relation to trauma 
      

A recent genome-wide study (37) examining genome 
DNA methylation alterations as a result of early-life trauma 
demonstrated differentially methylated promoters in individ-
uals with a history of abuse compared with controls. The ef-
fects were more pronounced with genes involved in cellular 
/ neuronal plasticity and were consequently implicated in in-
creased risk for psychiatric disorders. 
      Another study has highlighted mediating biological 
factors in the relationship between early-life adversities and 
psychotic symptoms (38) reporting that psychotic symptoms 
were associated with the interaction of traumatic experiences 
and the Val66Met polymorphism of BDNF. Carriers of the Met 
polymorphism presented with more positive psychotic symp-
toms when exposed to childhood abuse than Val/Val carriers, 
suggesting a gene-environment interaction as partially re-
sponsible for modulating the response to early-life trauma.   
      Psychological theories argue that childhood expo-
sure to abuse engenders negative cognitive schemas of self 
and world that result in a sense of weakness and vulnerability 
about the self and the evaluation of neutral stimuli as neg-
ative and the world as dangerous, which favours exogenous 
causal attributions that can eventually lead to misinterpreta-
tions and paranoid delusions. In this sense, contemporary 
theories of the biological consequences of early-life trauma 
lend further credence to the existence of an enduring psy-
chological vulnerability (39-41). When exposure to stressors 
persists, the stressor-induced glucocorticoid release be-
comes chronic and leads to permanent alterations in the 
function of the HPA axis (42), which in turn may lead to dys-
function of the dopaminergic system (increased dopamine 
release and increased dopaminergic receptor concentra-
tions), which is thought to be important for the attribution of 
salience to stressful stimuli and thus facilitates positive psy-
chotic symptoms 

 

Neurobiological effects of early stressors   
 
     Early-life trauma programs the stress system to have 
an exaggerated and prolonged response to future stressful 
stimuli. Exposure of the developing brain to the neuroendo-
crine products of stress brings about consequences by alter-
ing gene expression, neurotrophic factors, myelination, and 
processes of neurogenesis and synaptogenesis. The effects 
of early trauma on the developing brain depend on the timing 
of the traumatic event, the vulnerability of brain regions and 
genetic factors. 
      Since 1990, neurobiological and neuroendocrino-
logical studies have highlighted the effects of chronic stress 
on brain development. The most accepted theory of changes 
in brain structures suggests that early stressors interfere with 
mechanisms of neurogenesis, synapse overproduction, syn-
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and lead to a decrease in the expression of a2 noradrenergic 
receptors in the locus coeruleus, resulting in a loss of back-
ward inhibition of stress-induced noradrenergic activity, as 
well as alterations in serotonergic and GABAergic neuro-
transmitter pathways. In combination with various hormonal 
effects as to gender (47) during neurodevelopment, the con-
sequences of childhood trauma are also differentiated (es-
trogens in women have an epileptogenic effect on limbic 
structures, particularly if they are already sensitized, proges-
terone reduces epileptogenic activity but may induce depres-
sion, and testosterone in men has an antiepileptic effect 
through NMDA receptor antagonism). Researchers have 
argued that exposure to elevated glucocorticoid levels pre-
natally is associated with low birth weight of newborns and 
induces a permanent increase in corticosteroid levels, which 
is associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease 
and type II diabetes mellitus. After birth, abuse-neglect 
triggers a sequence of stress responses that organizes the 
brain to develop towards an alternative survival pathway, but 
which is associated with increased risk of developing major 
medical and psychiatric disorders (48).  

 
       The combination of genetic influences, early trauma 
and ongoing stress ultimately determines the responsiveness 
of the neural stress pathways and the vulnerability to psychi-
atric disorders. Early stressors cause long-term effects with 
permanent sensitization of the neuronal stress pathways with 
increased responsiveness, decreased expression of cortisol 
receptors in the hippocampus and increased expression of 
corticotropin releasing hormone in the hypothalamus, thereby 
causing long-term dysfunction of the HPA axis. Women who 
had suffered early abuse, with and without depression, had 
a significantly higher ACTH response to stressful stimuli, 
compared with depressed women without early abuse and 
with healthy controls (42). Depression with a history of early-
life trauma represents a distinct endophenotype (49). Also in 
the dexamethasone- CRH test in individuals with early-life 
trauma, glucocorticoid resistance is demonstrated. Carpenter 
et al. (50) argued that a history of early-life trauma, particu-
larly physical abuse before the age of 6 years, is predictive 
of increased corticotropin-CRH releasing hormone concen-
trations in CSF, more so than in depression, and recently 
Heim,Young, et al. (2009) reported decreased CSF oxytocin 
concentrations in individuals with exposure to multiple abuse, 
leading to an increased likelihood of anxiety symptomatology, 
but also decreased capacity for close interpersonal relation-
ships (51). Dysfunction in limbic, hippocampal, amygdala and 
medial prefrontal cortex structures induces anxiety symptom-
atology and disturbances in emotion regulation. 

Sensitive neurodevelopmental periods 
 
      Early adversities refer to exposure to one or multiple 
events during childhood that exceed the ability to manage 
difficulties and lead to prolonged stressful situations. High or 
persistently elevated levels of stress can impair brain devel-
opment and affect mental and physical health. Epidemiologi-
cal studies report that childhood trauma explains about 32% 
of adult psychiatric disorders and 44% of childhood-onset 

apse and receptor pruning. Glucocorticoids released during 
stress may compromise neuronal plasticity. Brain regions 
with elevated concentrations of glucocorticoid receptors char-
acterized by prolonged developmental phases after birth 
have greater vulnerability to stress. Common features of 
brain areas of increased vulnerability to stress are character-
ized by prolonged postnatal neurodevelopmental period, in-
creased glucocorticoid receptor density and some degree of 
neurogenesis after birth. 
       From a neurobiological point of view, exposure to 
early stressors programs the body to exhibit increased stress 
responsiveness that is detrimental to important neurodevel-
opmental processes during specific developmentally sensi-
tive periods (43). Structural and functional effects of early 
stressors have been identified such as reduced corpus cal-
losum size, left neocortex underdevelopment, differentiation 
in the hippocampus and amygdala, increased electrophysio-
logical activity in limbic structures, and reduced functional ac-
tivity of the cerebellar vermis. This alternative neurobiological 
development may induce psychiatric and behavioral dis-
orders.  
        In the hippocampus early stress inhibits syn-
aptogenesis but not synapse pruning so the final result is a 
synapse deficit. There are conflicting findings in studies as 
to the effects of early abuse on the hippocampus with some 
studies reporting reduced hippocampal size in adults who 
were traumatized during childhood, but other studies failing 
to show significant differences in hippocampal size between 
abused children and healthy controls. Alterations in hippo-
campal neurodevelopment may lead to the emergence of 
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder, with predomi-
nantly dissociative symptomatology rather than symptoms of 
impaired memory function. 
        Studies have associated changes in electrophysio-
logical activity in temporolimbic structures (with EEG findings) 
with increased suicidal and aggressive behaviour. It is sug-
gested that early stress induces permanent alterations in the 
structure of GABA-A receptor complexes in the amygdala, 
reducing both the density of central benzodiazepine recep-
tors and affinity, which may lead to epileptiform activity in lim-
bic structures termed 'limbic irritability' (illusions, transient 
hallucinations, automatisms, dissociative phenomena) (44). 
It also induces increased dopamine levels and decreased se-
rotonin levels in the amygdala and the caudate. 
       Studies also report that early stress causes gender-
dependent changes in the size of the corpus callosum, in par-
ticular a reduction in the size of the middle regions of the 
corpus callosum, especially in boys who have been severely 
abused and neglected. It appeared that the effect of neglect 
was detrimental in the development of corpus callosum in 
boys, same as the effect of sexual abuse in girls (45). 
       In addition, early stress brings about alterations in 
prefrontal development resulting in early maturation but re-
duced final performance. Comparatively, a study between 
right-handed children who had been abused and normal con-
trols demonstrated significant underdevelopment of the left 
hemisphere, whereas the right hemisphere had a similar de-
gree of development (46).  Early stress also affects monoa-
minergic neurotransmitter pathways by modulating their 
development differently between right and left hemisphere 
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early stressors. 
       Recent studies have revealed dysfunction in reward 
neuronal circuits in adults with a history of exposure to early 
stressors. Patients with a history of abuse, compared to nor-
mal controls, were characterized by reduced activation of left 
basal ganglia structures associated with reward expectancy. 
This reduced activation was related to the reward expectancy 
component. In conclusion, long-term and unpredictable 
stressors lead to desensitization of the mesolimbic dopamin-
ergic pathways (reduced phasic dopaminergic neurotrans-
mission) involved in desire-motivation. This can lead to both 
anhedonia increasing the likelihood of mood disorders, and 
novelty seeking that can lead to maladaptive behaviors (sub-
stance abuse, suicidality, etc.). Researchers argue that these 
behaviours are attempts to alleviate dysphoric emotions de-
spite negative reinforcement, i.e. a vicious cycle that charac-
terizes lives of abused individuals and, through the 
maladaptive management strategies they adopt, due to their 
cognitive and emotional deficits, increase the risk of re-vic-
timisation.     
       Children who have been abused and neglected 
have impaired recognition and response to facial expressions 
of negative emotion (anger). Recognition and understanding 
of emotion depends on the amygdala and its projections to 
temporal structures. Increased amygdala size and hyperre-
sponsiveness to negative stimuli observed in individuals ex-
posed to early stressors pose a risk for later 
psychopathology. Children who have been abused and suf-
fered from PTSD had reduced gray matter volume in the left 
superior temporal gyrus (area responsible for speech and 
communication) and a study reported a 14% reduction in 
gray matter in the left superior temporal gyrus in adults with 
a history of parental verbal abuse. Children who have been 
abused display selective attention and have difficulty dis-
engaging from threatening stimuli that include facial and 
vocal expressions that suggest anger or fear. No similar dif-
ficulty is found with positive emotions. Even if children ex-
posed to early stressors are removed from the harmful 
environment, emotional deficits usually do not improve and 
are certainly considered more resilient than cognitive deficits. 
Significant difficulties in emotional self-regulation are also 
found to be a risk for long-term psychopathology in individ-
uals exposed to early stressors associated with dysfunction 
of brain structures such as the lateral posterior prefrontal cor-
tex and anterior part of cingulate gyrus, as well as connec-
tions with limbic structures. 
        Furthermore, a study indicated a decrease in grey 
matter volume in the visual cortex in individuals who had 
been sexually abused before the age of 12. When the abuse 
was at an age older than 12 years old, the decrease in gray 
matter volume was in the cerebellum. Physical abuse re-
duces grey matter volume in the visual cortex and in the fu-
siform gyrus responsible for facial recognition. Finally, 
diffusion tensor imaging studies also reported a decrease in 
white matter, specifically in the inferior longitudinal fascicu-
lus/arcuate fasciculus in the left superior temporal gyrus, and 
in the left formix, in subjects who had suffered verbal abuse 
(56). 
 

psychiatric disorders. 
       The sequence of early stressors depends on the 
type of early-life trauma, the number of traumatic agents and 
especially the age at which trauma occurred. For example, 
adults who were sexually abused in childhood after the age 
of 12 years old were 10 times more likely to experience se-
vere symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder than individ-
uals who were abused before the age of 12 years (14). 
Studies regarding sensitive neurodevelopmental periods (44) 
emphasize on timing when traumatic stress occurs and con-
currently affects rapidly developing brain regions. Thus, sex-
ual abuse at ages 3-5 years old and 11-13 years old was 
associated with smaller hippocampal size. When the abuse 
occurred at ages 9-10 and 14-16 the dysfunction involved the 
corpus callosum and prefrontal cortex respectively (52). In 
conclusion, it was argued that brain areas that underwent ex-
tensive neurodevelopment after birth were particularly sen-
sitive to the long-term effects of stress. 

Effects of early stressors on cognitive and emotional 
functioning 

Lower general intelligence, lower academic perform-
ance and increased need for individualized educational pro-
grams have been recorded for children who have 
experienced early stressors (early institutionalization, neglect 
or abuse). Smaller brain size, reduced hemispheric integra-
tion, and smaller corpus callosum size are some neural struc-
tural correlates of the generalized deficit in cognitive functions 
induced by early stressors. 
       Studies have shown that children who had been neg-
lected had a lower IQ score than children who had not. Sig-
nificant differences were also found across a range of 
cognitive functions including vocabulary, memory, learning, 
attention and executive functions (53). Increased severity of 
abuse was associated with lower IQ score. Early onset and 
longer duration of abuse was associated with reduced brain 
size, where there was a correlation between gray matter vol-
ume and IQ score. In cases of early institutionalization, im-
paired psychomotor development along with cognitive 
deficits was recorded and the total duration of institutional-
ization was associated with the degree of cognitive deficit. 
Prolonged temporal gray matter development in the associa-
tive regions (posterior prefrontal and superior temporal gyrus) 
carries an increased risk for potential impairments contrib-
uting to cognitive deficits.    
        Cognitive deficits in executive functions have often 
been found in individuals exposed to early stressors (54,55). 
Studies report impaired ability to inhibit spontaneous re-
sponse in individuals with a history of exposure to early 
stressors, as well as in female students with a history of sex-
ual abuse. It has been reported that even in individuals with 
a high level of functioning, the responsible frontal neurocir-
cuits may be affected by exposure to early stressors. Plan-
ning deficits in children who have been subjected to early 
institutionalization have been associated with smaller cere-
bellar size due to prolonged neurodevelopmental time, also 
considered more vulnerable to the effects of exposure to 
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locus and increased response to stress. In conclusion, the 
quality of parental care effectuates epigenetic regulation of 
glucocorticoid receptor expression in the hippocampus and 
essentially epigenetically modifies genomic regions involved 
in the regulation of stress response, increasing vulnerability 
to the onset of psychopathology (66). 
       It is suggested that childhood abuse induces a cas-
cade of DNA methylation modifications at multiple regulatory 
transcription promoter regions across the genome. A recent 
genomic study identified 362 transcription regulatory sites 
with alterations in DNA methylation in individuals with a his-
tory of abuse compared with healthy controls, mostly involv-
ing gene regions implicated in neuronal plasticity, particularly 
in hippocampal regions (37).  
 

Therapeutic approaches 
 
      It is estimated that about one-third of maltreated in-
dividuals do not develop psychiatric disorders in adulthood 
and a study by McGloin and Widom claimed that 48% of in-
dividuals with a history of childhood abuse and neglect did 
not develop a psychiatric disorder as adults, but only 22% 
met the criteria for resilience (67). Another study (68) sug-
gested that resilience in these individuals was related to per-
ceived parental care, social relationships with peers, quality 
of relationships with adult caregivers, and personality. 
       The presence of a competent and reliable care-
giver is one of the most important factors that separate 
abused children without long-term developmental complica-
tions from those with complications. Better knowledge around 
issues of 'resilience', including genetic factors and 'vulnerable 
periods' can guide prevention as well as treatment. Emphasis 
is placed on primary prevention. Early interventions that 
foster healthy mental and physical development reduce fu-
ture problems, while treating problems emerging from early 
traumatic experiences is much more burdensome and costly 
with uncertain outcomes. The example of social support for 
children with early-life trauma suggests that situations of psy-
chological distress can be relieved without pharmaceutical 
interventions, but with emotional support and psychoeduca-
tion (63). 
      However, when serious complications (psychiatric 
disorder) occur, more specialized pharmacotherapeutic and 
psychotherapeutic interventions are necessary. It is sug-
gested that patients presenting with symptoms of major de-
pression in primary care should be screened for the 
possibility of a history of early-life trauma requiring more spe-
cialized treatment to achieve symptoms remission.   
       It is argued by researchers and clinicians that people 
who have suffered early trauma have maladaptive cognitive 
schemas involving trust and safety. The proposed schema 
therapy (69) attempts to modify existing maladaptive sche-
mas (trust, safety, control, dependence, abandonment, au-
tonomy, avoidance). 
      Important to the proposed treatments is the rec-
ognition that relapse can very easily recur in terms of early-
life trauma and therefore the timing of some form of exposure 
to psychotherapy must be based on scientific evidence, 

The role of genetic predisposition 
 
        Children with a pre-existing psychiatric disorder are 
at increased risk of being abused and in addition, individuals 
with genetic vulnerability and a history of early-life trauma 
tend to develop psychiatric disorders earlier than individuals 
without a genetic predisposition. The likelihood of a major de-
pressive episode depending on the number of traumatic 
events is modulated by serotonin transporter polymorphism 
(57). An epidemiological study of 1,404 twin women ev-
idenced that adult depression depends on genetic predis-
position, early-life trauma and recent stressful life events. 
Genetic and environmental influences during childhood pre-
dispose to adult female depression. The more severe the 
early-life trauma, the more vulnerable the woman appears to 
the effects of recent life stressors (58).   
       A study highlighted the protective effects of specific 
polymorphisms of CRHR1 (corticotropin-releasing hormone 
receptor) defining the effects of early-life trauma on the risk 
of depression (59). Heim, Bradley, et al. (2009) reported that 
the CRH-R1 polymorphism protects males with a history of 
early-life trauma from depression. Also polymorphism of the 
glucocorticoid receptor FKBP5 protects against the onset of 
PTSD symptoms as a consequence of early-life trauma (60). 
In contrast, allele of the MAOA enzyme gene increases vul-
nerability to childhood abuse, but also increases the likeli-
hood of future antisocial behavior (61). Recent studies have 
focused on gene--gene effects to determine the risk of de-
pression after early-life trauma (62). Children with the met al-
lele of the BDNF neurotrophic factor genotype and two short 
alleles of the serotonin transporter 5-HTTLPR genotype had 
the highest likelihood of depression, but the vulnerability as-
sociated with these two genotypes only applied to maltreated 
children. Providing social support on time further reduced the 
risk of depression (63). Similarly, in another study the two 
short alleles of the serotonin transporter 5-HTTLPR genotype 
interacted with haplotypes of the CRHR1 genotype in mod-
ulating depressive symptoms in maltreated children (64). 
 

Epigenetic modifications as consequences of early-life 
trauma 
 
      The environment interacts with the genome and 
modifies its transcription. These processes during neurode-
velopment alter the structure and function of brain regions 
and predispose to psychopathology. Research reports that 
early-life trauma induces changes in gene expression 
through epigenetic modifications that modulate adaptation to 
stress, brain function, and behavior (65). 
       In autopsy studies of suicide victims with a history 
of childhood abuse, researchers have demonstrated the 
presence of epigenetic modifications – DNA hypermethyl-
ation in specific promoter regions in glucocorticoid receptors 
-NR3C1- in the hippocampus, compared to suicides or nor-
mal controls without a history of abuse. They revealed a de-
crease in transcription capacity and binding to neurotrophic 
transcription factors (NGFI-A) due to hypermethylation in 
their promoter regions, resulting in silencing of the genetic 
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sound clinical judgment and sensitivity from the therapist. In 
cases of high severity of early-life trauma, a long-term thera-
peutic process is usually required and it is very important that 
the person being treated develops strategies for better emo-
tional management.   
       Studies report that many forms of psychotherapy 
are effective in treating adults with a history of early-life 
trauma. Group psychotherapy has been suggested as effec-
tive in reducing symptoms and improving functioning for pa-
tients who have experienced childhood sexual abuse (70). 
However, individuals with more severe psychiatric disorder 
and more severe trauma usually require more intensive indi-
vidualized and disorder-specific treatment (71).  
       Cognitive-behavioural oriented psychotherapies are 
proposed and Briere (72) has developed a therapeutic model 
that places greater emphasis on maladaptive cognitive pro-
cesses and learning emotional self-regulation and suggests 
the necessity of individualized interventions targeted at the 
specific problems and life experiences of the individual.  
       Emotion Focused Therapy (EFT) is also rec-
ommended for adults with a history of abuse, which during 
20 weeks of individualized psychotherapy handles emotions 
and the resolution of past and present interpersonal diffi-
culties (73). 
        For people who have suffered parental deprivation, 
especially of the mother (due to prolonged absence or 
death), the Family Bereavement Program (FBP) is rec-
ommended, which has better results for older children or ad-
olescents (8-16 years old), focusing on managing emotions 
and difficulties (74). The program includes a separate group 
for caregivers and children with the goals of improving the 
quality of the child-caregiver relationship, reducing caregiver 
mental health problems, and reducing the likelihood of ex-
posing children to additional negative stimuli. The programme 
focuses on increasing children's confidence that their carers 
understand their feelings and reducing the need for children 
to inhibit the negative expression of emotions associated with 
bereavement. Craighead and Nemeroff (2005) argue that 
psychotherapeutic interventions are most effective when they 
are individualized and specifically targeted to the disorder 
that is emerging, and also when the individual seeks treat-
ment for the psychological distress caused by the trauma 
(75). Treatment interventions that simultaneously address the 
behavioural, emotional, cognitive and neurobiological com-
ponents of emerging disorders have better outcomes (76). 
       In terms of biological interventions, CRH receptor an-
tagonists have been proposed to reduce the stress response 
and improve emotional and anxiety disorders (77), with con-
flicting results. Interventions in the genome to prevent or re-
verse epigenetic modifications resulting from early-life trauma 
remain experimental. 
       Therapeutic response in patients with major depres-
sion treated with CBT was associated with metabolic 
changes (increased metabolism in the hippocampus and dor-
sal region of cingulum gyrus and decreased metabolism in 
the dorsal, ventral and medial prefrontal cortex), whereas 
treatment and response to SSRIs produced different effects 
in terms of metabolism in brain regions (78). 
       As for the choice of the treatment strategy to be fol-
lowed for each patient, the literature is limited. In depression, 

the presence or absence of a history of early-life trauma is a 
prognostic indicator that should guide treatment choices (49, 
79) towards a combination of pharmacotherapy and psycho-
therapy (80). When patients suffer from chronic depression 
and have a history of early-life trauma, psychotherapy ef-
fectuates significant improvement with or without pharmaco-
therapy, whereas depressed patients without a history of 
early-life trauma benefit more from pharmacotherapy (81). 
 

Conclusions  
 
      Early traumatic experiences over decades converse 
from psychosocial conditions into biological diseases and de-
termine the health and quality of life of individuals. According 
to research and clinical studies, early-life trauma leads to 
neurobiological stress sensitization in adulthood. These neu-
robiological consequences contribute to the emergence of 
psychiatric and general medical morbidity (82). 
      Areas of research include the gene-environment in-
teractions that mitigate the effects of early-life trauma, as well 
as the identification of sensitive periods for these effects, 
epigenetic processes, and the prevention or reversal of the 
pathological effects of early-life trauma. It remains to be 
shown whether early traumatic experiences determine the 
degree and quality of the brain's response to stressors later 
in life and the course and qualitative nature of these changes 
in the aging process. Medical diseases commonly recognized 
in adults are the results of conditions not timely identified in 
childhood (83). Preventive psychiatry acts in this direction by 
attempting to identify children at risk for early-life trauma and 
implement prevention strategies.     
       Despite the fact that several therapeutic approaches 
exist for individuals who have suffered early-life trauma, re-
search is needed to identify specific neurobiological treat-
ment targets as well as specific prognostic factors that can 
determine the choice of treatment strategy based on early 
developmental, genetic and clinical characteristics. Thera-
peutic outcomes are expected to be better when treatment 
is individualized according to the specific psychiatric disorder, 
the nature of the trauma and the existing genetic and envi-
ronmental interactions. 
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